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Chairman Davis, Ranking Member Doggett, and members of the Subcommittee, thank
you for inviting me to testify on this important topic.
My name is Douglas Besharov, and I am a professor at the University of Maryland
School of Public Policy, where I teach courses on poverty alleviation and program evaluation. I
also direct our Welfare Reform Academy (WRA) and our Center for International Policy
Exchanges (CIPE). Of particular relevance to this hearing, at the university, I lead a project
called “Learning from Abroad,” which is designed to glean policy ideas from other nations. Our
web site is www.umdcipe.org.
Today, I want to emphasize that, even in this time of high unemployment, TANF and,
actually, all major income-support and social welfare programs—including Unemployment
Insurance (UI), the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP/food stamps), and
disability programs (Social Security Disability Insurance [SSDI] and Supplemental Security
Income [SSI])—have important roles to play in encouraging people to stay connected to the
labor force, by which I mean working, seeking work, or seriously increasing their job-related
skills.

Prolonged high unemployment
We are in the midst of what most informed observers expect will be a prolonged period of
high unemployment. According to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, from a low of about 4
percent in 2000, the unemployment rate rose during the 2001–2003 downturn to about 6 percent,
after which it fell but remained disappointingly high at between 4.5 to 5.0 percent. When the
recession hit, unemployment rose from 4.9 percent in April 2008 to a high of 10.1 percent in
October 2009. It remained between 9.5 and 9.9 percent through 2010, and has only recently
declined to around 9 percent.1
On September 1, the U.S. Office of Management and Budget (OMB), released its “MidSession Review,” making ten-year projections for the U.S. unemployment rate. OMB projects
that the unemployment rate will decline from its current 9.1 percent to a 2017 annual average of
5.3 percent, with the annual rate declining slowly to 8.3 percent in 2012, 6.9 percent in 2014, 5.7
percent in 2016, and 5.2 percent in 2018, where it will remain through 2021.2 Many fear that
these are overly optimistic projections.
Furthermore, unemployment spells are now longer than at any time since the U.S. started
measuring them in 1948. Long-term unemployment has increased sharply, with the share of
unemployed who are jobless for more than twenty-six weeks having more than doubled, from
about 17 percent in December 2007 to about 43 percent in July 2011.3
No wonder another million or so Americans are discouraged and no longer looking for
work. Add them to the unemployed and the over eight million underemployed (those
involuntarily working part-time), and, since mid-2009 to August 2011, in any given month,
between 16 and 17 percent of the U.S. labor force (including those who are marginally attached
to the labor force) are directly suffering because of the economic slowdown.4
As many observers have noted, high levels of long-term unemployment threaten to
exacerbate and accelerate this trend toward nonwork—especially among older and minority
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workers. On May 5 of this year, Paul Krugman wrote in The New York Times: “The longer this
goes on, the more workers will find it impossible ever to return to employment.”5
The TANF caseload
During this period, the increase in state TANF caseloads has been significant, but not as
much as many would have supposed, myself included. Between December 2007 and December
2009, the total number of families with children receiving cash assistance increased by just 13
percent.6 (See figure 1.) Through March 2011, the total TANF caseload rose another percentage
point, to about 14 percent higher. For the earlier period, according to the Center on Budget and
Policy Priorities (CBPP):
There was wide variation in states’ responsiveness. In 22 states, TANF caseloads
responded little or not at all to the recession; 16 states had caseload increases of less than
10 percent, and six states had caseload declines. At the same time, caseloads increased by
more than 20 percent in 15 states, and by 11 to 20 percent in 13 states.7
As this subcommittee knows too well, all TANF statistics must be taken with a grain of
salt. States have many ways to provide income assistance that is the equivalent of cash welfare
but that is not counted in caseload figures, for example, by providing short-term or emergency
benefits (what TANF regulations call “nonrecurrent short term benefits”).8
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Nevertheless, the underlying fact remains, this 13 percent increase in the national TANF
caseload is small in the face of a doubling of the number of unemployed persons in the same
period (see figure 1), a large increase in SNAP/food stamp recipients, as well as a significant
increase in the official poverty rate. Many people were surprised, myself included, that the
TANF increase was not greater. The same CBPP publication (quoted above), for example,
complained that: “Nationally, TANF has been only modestly responsive to the downturn.”9
In retrospect, however, there are a number of explanations for why the TANF caseloads
have not risen more. Now widely accepted, the only major disagreement among experts concerns
the relative importance of each.
•

First, there is not a one-to-one relationship between increases in unemployment or
poverty and TANF recipiency. Between 2007 and 2009, the official poverty rate rose
from 12.5 percent to 14.3 percent (its highest level since 1994). The number of poor
families rose from 7.6 million to 8.8 million, and the total number of people in poverty
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increased by about 6.3 million to about 43.6 million.10 But many unemployed people
have family incomes above poverty (usually because a spouse is working) but even if not,
the official poverty line is substantially above TANF income eligibility in all states
except Wisconsin.
Hence, a better indicator of increases in TANF eligibility are increases in “deep poverty,”
the Census Bureau term for those with incomes below half the poverty line. Half of the
poverty line corresponds to an annual income of $9,155 for a family of three. Nationally,
TANF income eligibility in the average state is about $10,000.11 Between 2007 and 2009,
deep poverty increased from 5.2 percent to 6.3 percent, which is the highest level on
record (since 1975). (The nineteen million people in deep poverty made up 43.7 percent
of all poor people, which was the highest share ever recorded.)12 This included an
increase of about 500,000 families in deep poverty (from about 3.1 million to about 3.6
million.)13 In contrast, over that same time period, the average number of families
receiving TANF only increased by about 100,000 (from about 1.67 million to about 1.77
million).14 Thus, there is evidence that perhaps two or three hundred thousand families
had incomes below $9,000 and hence were probably income-eligible, but did not go on
welfare.
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•

Second, more than past recessions, this downturn has tended to hit the middle class, and
men in particular, harder than women in entry-level positions (who would be most likely
to go on welfare). More than 60 percent of those who lost jobs (between December 2007
and July 2011) and about 72 percent of those who lost jobs in the earlier period of
December 2007 and July 2009 are men.15 Whether married with children or not, men tend
not to go on welfare—partly because they have assets that disqualify them and partly
because many have spouses who are working. Moreover, there has not been the same loss
of entry level jobs as there has been for higher paying jobs in, for example, construction
and manufacturing. So, single mothers, those most likely to go on welfare during an
economic downturn, have not been hit as hard as in other downturns.

•

Third, up to now, at least, unemployment benefits, SNAP/food stamps, Medicaid, and
disability payments have provided a more attractive safety net that does not carry the
stigma of being on welfare (nor job search requirements, time limits, and asset tests). I
summarize these expansions below.

•

Fourth, the work-related participation requirements of TANF discourage many from
applying. In some respects, of course, this is their purpose. Moreover, unanswered is
why, if their financial need is so great, potential recipients do not seek aid because of the
participation requirements attached to it.16 Social or personal barriers may make
participation more difficult for some, but that is not a widespread enough situation to
explain the failure of the TANF caseload to rise more.

•

Fifth, anecdotal evidence indicates that some states seem to be discouraging people from
applying for welfare, and, instead, are encouraging them to make due with food stamps
(fully federally funded) and Medicaid (partially federally funded), and, to a lesser extent,
trying to get applicants and recipients into the SSI disability program (also fully federally
funded). But this appears to be merely the reverse side, and a much smaller part, of a
substantially expanded social safety net, as I will now describe.
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The expanded safety net
Because of its central importance, let me outline the substantial growth in government
assistance in recent years. The expansion of safety net coverage has been truly noteworthy—
driven by a long-running loosening of eligibility rules17 made even more generous by the
stimulus bill (The American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 [ARRA]).
For example, the maximum period for receiving UI benefits has been expanded to an
unprecedented ninety-nine weeks. The maximum period for times of low unemployment is
twenty-six weeks. In states with unemployment rates of 8 percent or higher, the benefit period is
extended to forty-six weeks. In 2008, however, Congress temporarily increased the maximum
benefit period by thirty-four weeks for all states and by an additional nineteen weeks for states
with unemployment rates of 8.5 percent or higher. Thus, in states with unemployment rates of
8.5 percent or higher (twenty-three states as of July 2011), the maximum benefit period is now
ninety-nine weeks.18
Extending the maximum benefit period has meant that a greater share of the unemployed
have received UI benefits. In 2006, before the recession, in the average month, about 37 percent
of the unemployed (about 2.6 million Americans) received unemployment benefits. In 2010, that
figure was about 66 percent of the unemployed (about 9.9 million Americans). For the first half
of 2011, about 59 percent (about 8.3 million Americans).19 (Of course, unless the benefit period
is extended further, this figure is likely to fall.)
Even when the unemployed have exhausted their UI benefits, they can continue receiving
various forms of government assistance, usually in noncash form:
•

SNAP/food stamps, an average of about $285 a month per household, for households
with incomes below 130 percent of poverty.20 Between December 2007 and June 2011,
the number of families receiving SNAP benefits increased from about 12.3 million to
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about 21.4 million and the number of individuals increased from about 27.4 million to
about 45.1 million.21 (See figure 1.)
•

Medicaid health care coverage for low-income families with children, with incomeeligibility for children set at the poverty line or a multiple thereof (depending on the state
and the age of the child). Income eligibility for parents is often lower. Between December
2007 and June 2010, the number of Medicaid recipients increased from 42.7 million to
50.3 million.22

•

Disability payments for adults (about $1070 per month for SSDI recipients and $495 for
SSI recipients)23 and for children (about $320 for SSDI recipients and about $300 for SSI
recipients)24 Between December 2007 and July 2011, the number of children receiving
SSDI increased by about 12 percent, from 1.7 million to about 1.9 million and the
number receiving SSI increased by about 18 percent, from 1.1 million to 1.3 million.
During the same period, the number of adults receiving SSDI increased by about 18
percent, from 7.1 million to 8.4 million and the number receiving SSI increased by about
23 percent, from 4.2 million to 4.7 million.25 (See figure 2.)

In addition, a number of tax credits provide some help to families, including those when one or
both parents are not working.
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The Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) also can help two-earner families avoid TANF
and poverty. If one earner loses employment, the family may be able to qualify for the EITC.
Income eligibility and the maximum credit for the EITC is dependent on the number of children.
The amount of the EITC is determined by the income of the family and the number of children in
the family. In 2008, the maximum credit was $2,917 for families with one child and earned
income between about $8,550 and $15,700 and $4,824 for families with two or more children
with earned income between about $12,000 and $15,700 ($18,700 for two-parent families).
Families were eligible for a portion of the credit if they had incomes as high as $37,000 for one
child and $41,600 for two children. The American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009
(ARRA) expanded the income range for the maximum credit by $2,000 for two-parent families
(up to $20,700 for two-parent families). ARRA also created an additional credit schedule for
families with three or more children and increased the maximum credit for these families to
$5,666 in 2010. These changes were initially set to expire in 2011, but were renewed for an
additional two years by the Tax Relief and Job Creation Act of 2010.26 In 2009, about 27 million
26
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Revenue Service, 1040 Instructions: 2008 (Washington, DC: Internal Revenue Service, 2009),
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families received a total of $59 billion in the EITC, $53 billion of which was refunded (an
average of $2,166 per family).27
The Child Tax Credit also can help a family to avoid TANF and poverty. It provides a
$1,000 tax credit per eligible child for married couples with incomes up to $110,000 and single
parents with income up to $75,000. In 2009, 23 million families had their tax liability reduced by
a total of $28.4 billion.28 Families who have a larger child tax credit than tax liability are eligible
to receive the Additional Child Tax Credit.
The Additional Child Tax Credit is the refundable portion of the Child Tax Credit (passed
as part of the Jobs and Growth Tax Relief Reconciliation Act of 2003). If the amount of the
Child Tax Credit exceeds the amount of taxes that are due, then the taxpayer is eligible for the
Additional Child Tax Credit. In the 2009 ARRA legislation, the eligibility threshold for the
Additional Child Tax Credit was lowered from about $12,000 in earned income to about $3,000,
increasing eligibility for the program. The amount of the credit is calculated by taking the
smaller amount of either (1) the remainder of the Child Tax Credit minus the taxpayer's tax
obligation or (2) The taxpayer's earned income minus $3,000 multiplied by 15%. For example, a
mother with two children with an earned income of $4,000 and no tax obligation would only
receive $150 from the Additional Child Tax Credit ([4000-3000] x .15=150) while a mother with
two children with an earned income of $15,000 and no tax obligation would receive $1,800
([15000-3000] x .15=1800). In 2009, over 21 million households received $27 billion from the
Additional Child Tax Credit.
The effect of these expansions can be seen by comparing the Census Bureau’s official
poverty rates to the “alternative” poverty rates that take into account more forms of government
assistance, including noncash benefits (such as SNAP and housing benefits) and various
refundable tax credits (such as the EITC and the Additional Child Tax Credit). Between 2008
and 2009, the official poverty rate increased by more than a full percentage point (going from
13.2 percent to 14.3 percent), but the poverty rate under the alternative measure that counted
these government payments hardly rose (going from 15.8 percent to 15.9 percent).29
Why encourage work-related activities?
In this context, there has been a tendency to assume that there should be a relaxation of
TANF’s mandates for welfare-to-work activities (such as mandatory job search, work
preparation, work experience, and other work-first activities). That certainly seems to be the
27
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message from the states. According to a recent HHS report to Congress, in March 2011, of
1,276,633 “work eligible individuals,” only 300,983 (23.6 percent) are participating for a
sufficient number of hours to be counted as participating; 668,181 (52 percent) had zero hours of
participation.30
In some respects, this is understandable. In June 2011, for example, 4.5 Americans were
unemployed for every available job. Many assume that it is foolhardy to ask those on welfare or
applying for welfare to look for a job.
There is another reason for state reluctance to mount vigorous work-related programs
under TANF. The states are desperate to find money to fund their ongoing programs. Instead of
using TANF funds for work-related activities, the block grant nature of TANF has allowed states
to use it as a source of funds to supplement and often substitute state funds with federal funds.31
Two examples will do: (1) State child care expenditures were over $500 million higher in 2008
and over $400 million higher in 2009 than in 2007; and (2) State spending on refundable tax
credits was $163 million higher in 2008 and almost $700 million higher in 2009 than in 2007.32
Neither of these or most other state expenditures provided direct aid to TANF recipients.
I think that the failure to maintain TANF participation efforts is a mistake. First of all, the
situation for entry-level jobs seems substantially less bleak than for higher paying jobs. Second,
even though job searchers will have more difficulty than in the heyday of welfare reform, it is
important that we not lose past progress in making welfare a work-oriented program. Third, as
unemployment benefits expire, we should expect more people to accept lesser paying jobs, but
we should also expect more families to seek TANF benefits.
As I said in my opening, even in this time of high unemployment, TANF and, actually,
all major income-support and social welfare programs—including Unemployment Insurance
(UI), the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP/food stamps), and disability
programs (Social Security Disability Insurance [SSDI] and Supplemental Security Income
[SSI])—should encourage recipients of government assistance to stay connected to the labor
force, by which I mean working, seeking work, or seriously increasing their job-related skills.
30
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I do not want to underestimate the current financial suffering, but at the same time that
we have high unemployment and large numbers of discouraged workers, there are more than
three million jobs available. (According to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, about 3.1 million
jobs were available in June 2011.)33
How could there be so many openings, given the large number of unemployed
Americans? Some of these vacancies are the inevitable “friction” of a turbulent labor market: as
people leave jobs, it takes time for them to be filled.34 But the sheer number suggests that other
factors are at work.
“Labor activation” in Europe
As I mentioned above, I lead a project at the University of Maryland which is designed to
glean policy ideas from other nations and one of our current projects is titled “Labor Activation
in Times of High Unemployment.” As we have researched this topic, we have found important
lessons from European labor force policies.
Even before our current economic difficulties, nonwork in the U.S. was growing at an
uncomfortable rate—especially in comparison to European countries. For example, between
1997 and 2007, nonwork in the U.S. working age population increased from about 26 percent to
28 percent while nonwork in the EU-15 decreased from about 39 percent to 33 percent. The
recession only exacerbated the U.S. trend, so that, by 2010, the difference between the US and
the EU-15 became negligible (34 percent vs. 35 percent). Some European countries registered
more substantial declines than the EU-15 trend, such as Germany from about 36 percent in 1997
to about 29 percent in 2010, and the Netherlands from about 32 percent in 1997 to about 25
percent in 2010.35 (See figure 3.)
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Let me say this more directly. At least for now, the years of American gloating are over.
Although the comparison is subject to important demographic and social qualifications, labor
force participation in Europe as a whole is now about the same as that in the U.S., and it is much
higher in countries like Germany and the Netherlands.
It is no accident that, over the long-term, European participation in the labor force is
rising while ours is falling. Starting long before the current downtown, many European countries
started modifying their social assistance programs in an effort to “activate” those receiving
unemployment, social assistance, and disability payments.36 Some countries have moved far
beyond the U.S. in adding what they call “labor activation” policies. These changes are both
substantive (such as eligibility, and the terms, conditions, and amounts of assistance) and
administrative (such as consolidating, decentralizing, and privatizing services).
Dramatic evidence of this shift can be seen in the comparison of the rates of disability
recipiency between the U.S. and the Netherlands. Beginning in the mid-1990s and continuing
through the mid-2000s, the Netherlands made a series of changes to its disability policy to
encourage work. This included a focus on assessing the severity and permanency of the disability
36
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and providing larger benefits for the partially disabled who work compared to those who do not.
The result has been a substantial decline in the number of disability beneficiaries per 1,000
workers.37 (See figure 4.)

And, as I have suggested, the U.S. has done just the opposite. So, the derision we used to
express toward European labor market policies is no longer fair, and, I believe, we can learn
from what they are doing. Many European policies and programs are worthy of consideration by
the U.S. as responses to the immediate economic crisis, and some also deserve consideration as
long-term solutions to chronic nonwork. Now is the time to begin the long and controversial
process of making U.S. social assistance programs more pro-work, as have many of our
European counterparts.
No one country, of course, can serve as an exact model for the U.S. The economic, social,
and political differences across countries are too great. Nevertheless, six broad developments in
unemployment, social assistance, and disability programs bear consideration. (They will be the
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focus of our upcoming conference at the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development in November.) I hope that you will consider them in your deliberations.
•

Tightened eligibility rules to improve program targeting. In an effort to improve the
targeting of programs on the most deserving or needful, some countries have modified
how they define and measure eligibility. The UK, for example, tightened its rules for
determining eligibility for disability benefits. Of 1.2 million new disability claimants
evaluated under the tighter eligibility rules, 75 percent either were found to be fit for
work or dropped their disability claim before finishing the assessment.38

•

Mandated job search and other work-first activities. In an effort to encourage recipients
to look for work and to raise the “opportunity cost” of being on assistance, some
countries have mandated various “activation” activities. In recent years, countries as
different as Australia, Denmark, Germany, the Netherlands, and UK have tightened their
rules and procedures for encouraging work rather than benefit receipt—almost always
including a benefit reduction or termination for noncompliance.

•

Time limited benefits (or step-downs in benefit amounts). In an effort to prod current
recipients to look for or accept work, some countries reduce or terminate benefits after a
set period of time (sometimes transformed into lower, means-tested social assistance
payments). In countries such as Denmark (unemployment insurance), Germany
(unemployment insurance), and the Netherlands (disability), after a period of time,
benefits have been restructured to be lower or modified as an incentive for recipients to
take a less-preferred job.

•

Consolidated programs. In an effort to increase program efficiency (and thereby save
money) but also to focus and maximize the impact of program rules, some countries have
combined the operations and activation rules of their unemployment and social assistance
and/or disability programs. Australia consolidated the administration of unemployment,
social assistance, disability, pension, and other social benefits under one agency.
Germany consolidated its unemployment and social assistance programs, with one-stop
centers for both. (Later held unconstitutional by the German courts for unrelated reasons.)
Norway also consolidated its unemployment insurance, social assistance, disability
payments, and old-age pensions programs into one agency. And the UK created the
“Universal Credit” that combines tax credits, social assistance, disability benefits, and
housing credits into a single benefit stream.

•

Incentivized financing and reimbursement systems. In an effort to encourage employers to
internalize the costs of unemployment and disability payments (and thus take actions to
prevent both) and to encourage government agencies to target benefit payments to the
truly needful (and thus reduce the number of recipients), some countries are deliberately
embedding financial incentives in the way they tax employers to pay for benefits and in
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the way they reimburse local programs for benefits distributed. For example, the
Netherlands has made employers responsible for the first two years of disability
payments.39 In addition, the Netherlands uses social assistance block grants to the
municipalities based on the national government’s estimate of how many social
assistance recipients there should be in each municipality (taking into account economic
and demographic factors). The municipality is allowed to keep any excess funds it does
not spend on social assistance, but must use municipality funds to cover any excess
spending on social assistance.
•

Decentralized responsibility and authority. In an effort to encourage local accountability
and innovation, some countries have devolved to the regional or local level the operations
of their unemployment and social assistance and/or disability programs. Italy devolved
the administration of its activation programs to the regions; Germany gave municipalities
joint responsibility with the national government in administering unemployment benefits
to the long-term unemployed; and the Netherlands devolved the provision of social
assistance and related active labor market policies to the municipalities.

•

Outsourced/Privatized “activation” services. In an effort to increase programmatic
flexibility and accountability by escaping the strictures of government
employment/agencies, some countries are outsourcing various activation services, either
in whole or in part. Australia now contracts out labor activation services for recipients of
social assistance and unemployment benefits to for-profit and non-profit vendors.
Germany now provides vouchers for activation services to recipients of unemployment
benefits and municipalities are able to contract out activation services instead of
providing them. The Netherlands now does the same, and the government department
that was responsible for providing such services was privatized and allowed to compete
against other for-profit providers. (It subsequently failed). The UK, in a reform effort
with its origins in the Labour Government, contracts out the provision of activation
services for the recipients of unemployment, social assistance, and disability benefits to
for-profit and non-profits firms.

Skills mismatch
Many economists think that the more than three million unfilled jobs is more jobs than
we should expect in the current economy (even considering the increase in government
assistance), and that it reflects a “skills mismatch” between the available jobs and the
unemployed. They point out that the job sectors that are growing demand different skills than
those that have been shedding jobs, creating what some think is a “skills mismatch” between the
unemployed and available jobs.
Of those available jobs, only about 9 percent were in the hardest hit industries of
construction (2 percent) and manufacturing (7 percent). Instead, the majority of available jobs
were in service industries, either business or professional services (21 percent); health or
39
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education (19 percent); trade, transportation, and utilities (16 percent); and government (10
percent).40 This means that, to be hired for these jobs, many of the unemployed will need to
develop new job-related skills. Thus, in Where are All the Good Jobs Going?: What National
and Local Job Quality and Dynamics Mean for U.S. Workers, Harry Holzer, a professor of
public policy at Georgetown University, and his coauthors write:
Relatively high-quality jobs continue to be generated in the U.S., but not in the same
sectors as before, and they require higher levels of education and skill than those of more
traditional industries in the past . . . . Since good jobs increasingly require good skills,
and since good jobs are important for the prospects of displaced workers as well as
others, improving the skills of the disadvantaged and the displaced should be done with
an eye towards improving their access to good jobs.41
Estimates are that as much as 25 percent of the increase in unemployment can be
attributed to the skills mismatch.42 If this mismatch reflects permanent changes in the U.S.
economy, as many believe, then, if we are to return to the low unemployment rates of the 1990s,
we will have to retool major segments of our labor force—through job training and education.
(In fact, many consider periods of time of high-employment as a time to improve job skills for
longer-term unemployment.)43
Not all economists agree about the existence of a skills mismatch, however. Paul
Krugman, for example, has argued that the unemployment rate has remained high because of
repressed aggregate demand and that when aggregate demand increases, the unemployment rate
will decline to pre-recession levels.44 Michael Elsby, Bart Hobijn, and Aysugel Sahin, of the
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Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco, analyzed the Job Opening and Labor Turnover Survey
(JOLTS) and found that the unemployed/vacancy ratio had not increased across different
industries, suggesting that the problem was aggregate demand not a skills mismatch. They
qualify their conclusion, however, by noting that “it may be the case that skill mismatch
nevertheless exists, but that it occurs within industry classifications.”45
On balance, I think the weight of the evidence supports the existence of a skills mismatch
that is contributing to the unemployment problem.
This is not the place to discuss all the needed changes in job training programs, especially
since many are under the jurisdiction of other congressional committees. Hence, I will just report
the recommendations I made in April 2011 to the Subcommittee on Labor, Health & Human
Services, Education, and Related Agencies of the House Committee on Appropriations,
concerning the Workforce Investment Act (WIA):
I believe that this justifies a major rethinking of the program, and would recommend the
following:
1. Combine at least some of the forty-seven or so federal job training programs. (Also
rethink WIA’s relationship with Pell Grants, student loans, etc., as well as with
Unemployment Insurance and Temporary Assistance for Needy Families programs.)
2. Give states greater flexibility in the WIA services that they provide, and how they do
so.
3. Require cost-sharing on the part of states and communities to encourage responsible
planning of services. (Given the financial situation of the states, this might have to be
phased in in some way.)
4. Allow trainees more say in how they are trained (through greater use of ITAs) and
means-test the benefit (on a sliding scale) so that trainees become more responsible
consumers.
5. Most important, initiate a true search for approaches to training and training
management that work: Impose true performance measures and use the results, not to
penalize states, but as a means of discovering approaches that seem to work better than
others. Then, encourage other states (or local programs) to try them under conditions
where they can be rigorously evaluated.
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WIA’s performance measures, and those of JTPA before it, have been widely criticized,
and I recognize how difficult it will be to develop a system that accurately monitors
program activities. But that does not make them any less indispensable to a building a
better program.46
Conclusion
As I have discussed, there are jobs that are available but connecting the unemployed to
those jobs, and training them to be capable to fill those jobs, is a pressing need. To summarize, I
think we face a growing separation of Americans from the labor force caused by: (1) the growth
of government assistance programs that allow more people to make due without a job, and (2) a
skills mismatch between the unemployed and available jobs.
If my analysis is correct, then, as unemployment benefits expire, we should expect more
people to accept lesser paying jobs, but we should also expect more families to seek TANF
benefits.
The Congress should help the states prepare for this development. That means helping
states shape welfare-to-work programs that can accommodate these families that need different
services than the (largely) poorly educated, single mothers with little work experience who were
subject to welfare reform programs from the 1990s. This includes:
Greater coordination with Unemployment Insurance, SNAP, and TANF, so that
expectations across the three programs are aligned (especially concerning job search
and job acceptance), and so that transitions from unemployment benefits to TANF
benefits encourage job acceptance.
More refined approaches to job training (that go beyond basic job search and work
preparation services) for this more highly educated group.
I am not suggesting that more federal money be spent, because I do not think that will be a
solution. Instead, our programs need to be operated more wisely.
The model for what I am suggesting is found in a number of European countries. For
example, in the early-to-mid-2000s, Germany instituted a series of reforms of its unemployment
and social assistance programs, the “Hartz” reforms, that created a two-step and two-tiered
program for unemployment and social assistance benefits: the unemployed initially receive
Unemployment Benefits I (UB I) for up to one year only with the benefits replacing about 67
percent of previous net income; the able-bodied, low-income and those who have been
unemployed for more than a year receive Unemployment Benefits II (UB II). These benefits are
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means-tested and provide a standardized amount of benefits that are much lower than UB I
(some estimates put it at 40 percent lower).47 In addition, UB II recipients are subject to a 30
percent reduction in benefits if they do not take “acceptable work” that is offered them (which
may include community service or job training).
Whether or not this is the time to consider major changes to TANF and other social
assistance programs, I would suggest that the Congress mandate work-related service
demonstrations along the lines I have described (and within the funding already available to
HHS).
Thank you.
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